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We, the Prism Staff, would like to dedicate this years issue 
to Dr. Norman R. Muir. Dr. Muir has proven, time and time 
again, to not only be an excellent Chairperson, Teacher, and 
Peer, but also a caring and trusting friend. We thank him for 
being there for us and we wish the best for him always. 

The Prism Staff 

Sponsors, 

THP~K YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE ARTS AT CENTENARY COLLEGE. 



DEEP DREAMS 

Goals so longed for, some 
achieved, some shattered. 

Times we thought we would be 
touched by success. Yet disaster 
overwhelmed us. 

Every explorer has a dream 
that brings him happiness, glory, 
honor, self-fulfillment. 

His goal is easily set and 
difficult in reachin~ but quickly destroyed. 
Sadness overpowering~ yet g1ory 

shining through 

by Stephanie Russo 

LOST TOYS 

Now where did I put it 
I wondered aloud, grabbing boxes 
Filled with memories 
Tearing through the tissues 
Covering my special things. 
Did I forget to tell you? 
I'm looking for my childhood 
Not the whole thing (too old for that) 
Just a bit, just to see 
If a part of Me is still 
a little girl. 
I only want to be childlike, 
not childish you see. 
This is one of those days 
I feel crumpled by Life 
Wrinkled in all the wrong places. 
Do you understand? 
Am I too wistful and silly? 
Or have you too felt like this .. 
Don't look away smirking 
You know you have. 
What's that Timmy? 
My five year old urgently calls 
Me to his busy playroom. 
Now look at that - I found it again 
Rumbling through a child's toybox. 

PATRICIA L. SCHWOEBEL 



Why do I want to study the olden lore 
That spoke the words in tomes upon the shelf? 
Why do my middle years aspire to pore? 
Ideas gone- veiled even to myself. 
The seed was there; awaits its time to bloom. 
To think, to read, to write be freshly taught. 
A new horizon: "Write a sonnet!" GLOOM! 
Was this the knowledge I so keenly sought? 
Such tasks are meant to fuel and spark the mind. 
Create, becalm the fear and try the new. 
Unlock a door, release the soul and find 
The vista that shines and shows what you can do. 
A sonnet has but fourteen simple lines 
That set a meter (If you know the signs). 

A MIRAGE 

creates dependency 
simplifies life 

destroys the inner self 
controls the senses 

frightens the hunted 
victimizes the unattractive 

glorifies fantasies 

SIGHT 

THE MIRAGE OF LIFE 

by Pat Beaver 

By Avis M. Williams 

THE POET'S RETURN 
(For R. F.) 

You were not being gallant, 
No lady's scarf adorned your staff 
My arena was full of unfilled promises. 
There was no victor, no spoils. 
Unwittingly you gave me challenge, 
This time I would not look away 
As you threw down the gauntlet, 
Shocking me to face what I had denied. 
Though fainthearted was my response, 
With my armor so dull and pitted 
By Life's jousts -now so trite -
How could I have lost this part of me? 
So, as I bend to claim the glove, 
My eyes catch the fire of the Sun, 
And I hear again that trumpet call 
Finally taking my place in combat. 

PATRICIA L. SCHWOEBEL 



AMBUSH! MY BROTHER'S LOST 

Come risen mine, 
The morning's edge 

Brings forth a thirst 

Dry dust sprawled 
In the dese.rt' s bosom 

to quench 

Crack eyed within its trench 
Hence forth arise 

BY J. C. LYNCH 

I push through the glittering weeds, 
A roof over my s~ckest fear 

In a moment's birth 
I leap grounded war's sleepless cave, 
Hasten much I quickly dodge the snub steel spear 

Now iron locusts and tattered flags sing 
Of the bodies strewn 

In a black smoldering vague 

I 1 o o k e d f r anti c a 11 y 
for my brother 

But no hope within this ambush plague 

"Daniel!" "Daniel!" 
Let me climb down and lie with thee 

In this chaotic desert of torn men tossed 

So that I might not join you, 
A young man cruelly harvested, derelict done! 

A burning light lost 

TIME 

The world turns like a motor car 
passing through time quickly 

never wanting to be late! 
Time - A precious never-ending hole 

that pulls us in and draws us forward 
Time- A gift from God ... A gift we 

were meant to mold and create 
into a pot of gold. 

Don't waste time. For it will never 
pass again; nor will it wait for you. 

Grab the hours, minutes and 
seconds for happiness. 
Don't look for something better for 

nothing will come. 
Run, laugh, and live now--for later 

the chance might never come again. 

by Stephanie Russo 



As the years came and went 
we never realized just how much they meant. 

Now the time has come at last 
in our senior year we look back on the past. 

It is time for us to leave this secure place 
as we move on to the independent race. 

We think about the ones who are dear 
and all that escapes us is one lonely tear. 

I am alone, one, 
afraid, yet not afraid. 

By Aimee Jengo 

How wonderful to be one of the masses 
to blend in, to fit in, to flourish 
and yet, I felt the only one 
Not the right age, size or type~ 

The sex is right but that is all 
I struggle and gr~eve 
Rejoice and search 
the quest seems far 
A diploma for what? 
the satisfaction 
I am alone, one 
reaching, reaching, reaching 
too far, too high 
finally complete. 

by Debra V. Normann 

In the middle of nowhere remember; 
Us, our friendships, the good times & bad, 
The fun times and the sad. 

Remember how we were there for each other, 
through thick and thin, for right or wrong. 

Most importantly, remember why-
In the middle of nowhere remember, 

Friends forever 

Sheree Severini 





GREEN PIECE AND THE SUN 

BY J. C. LYNCH 

In one glance, 
Hasty entrance spurred 

The Sunbeam Allure 

His light abroad, 
The Seducing Spin, 

Rises on evermore 

And when day rise surprise 
Steaming dews and whispering willows, 

Alas! The Grand Infinity 

Comes colored loom~ spark 
Within Green Knock Hollows, 

Flowing warmly down streams of inequity 

Where these flowing passages 
Arrive steady, pouring so, 

Within the deep blue lake 

Foaming, to straightening crystal 
Rising depth to smooth endlessness 

Winds lifting kiosks of cold shimmer shakes 

Finale grown, 
Brimming, teetering to splash its 
Like a true love's everlast 

Fleets of freshly born streams, 

boundaries 

Cold and plenty, swallowing bubble chuckles 
Sun drenched reflections splintered and fast 

ARISE PHOENIX 

ARISE PHOENIX! 
YOUR TIME HAS COME! 

once invisible 
NOW NOTICEABLE! 

once mocked 
NOW GLORIFIED! 

once destroyed 
NOW ALIVE! 

SO ARISE PHOENIX! 

SHOW YOUR MAGNIFICENCE THROUGH FLIGHT. 

By Avis M. Williams 



Pat Beaver 

"Mom, I'm scared," said Julie while shuffling her feet back and 

forth. 

"Come on!" replied her mother. "We got here bright and early. 

The line is not that long, be patient." 

"I think I have to go to the bathroom!" 

"Well, you're just going to have to wait. If we get out of line 

it will be another hour and I really need to get some shopping 

done." 

"Mom, I'm sweating to death in this coat. Will you hold it?" 

"Give it to me. As if I don't have enough to hold. I'm sorry 

Julie, I get impatient sometimes, too." 

"Do you think if I'm real extra specially polite," queried Julie, 

"he'll listen extra close?" 

"Of course, honey. Just don't get carried away and speak clearly." 

"Mommy, there he is. He's so fat and that beard doesn't look real. 

Is it real? I betcha if I give it a hard jerk, it'll snap back 

into his face and give him a bloody nose." 

"Julie, if you keep thinking that way, he won't talk to you at all. 

Remember, 'He knows when you've been bad or good, so be good for 

goodness sake.' He sure knows when thoughts like that run through 

that head of yours." 

"Honest Mom, I wouldn't do anything like that. Do you think he 

knows I wouldn't really do something like that, huh?" 

"Julie, I'm sure he realizes what a sweet dear child you are. 

Despite drawing on the wall behind the green arm chair and eating 

that whole bottle of baby aspirin." 

"I knew you could get that stuff off of the wall, Mom. I didn't 

know those orange pills were medicine, I thought it was candy. 

HE doesn't know, does he? Did you tell him in that letter you 

wrote for me?" 

"No, I didn't but I have to admit that I was tempted." 

"Gee, I'm next in line, I don't know if I want to get on his lap. 

You always said not to talk to strangers. If I don't get on his 

lap, will he still come to our house? 

knows what I want." 

I sent him that letter, he 



"Julie, just think over what you're going to say and before you 

know it you'll relax. He's not a stranger, he comes every year 

to our house and you should be happy that he does." 

"O.K., if you say so. Let's see, I want a vanilla cowgirl hat, 

a cowgirl outfit and red boots. I guess a set of guns and a 

holster. Some make-up_ and another Uncle Wiggly book, Yeh, maybe 

some Bobbsey Twins books, too! 

"That's enough, here we are." 

Can I ask for more?" 

"Hi, Santa! My name is Julie." 

SHOW ME 

Show me a mask 
And I'll show you a heart 
With secrets locked up inside 
With high-strung hopes 
And battle scars 
And crosses that it carries. 

Show me a knife 
And I'll show you the hands meant to 

wield it. 
Hands that know vicious stones 
But a soul that can't stand up alone 
With each of us it varies. 

Show me a Cross 
And I'll show you a person meant to 

carry it. 
There are those of us who would 

cast ours down 
And only to realize that we've 

d eSCe n d e d t o o . 

Show me a time 
When you weren't a fool 
Or when you didn't feel lost 
Without laughter or tears 
Without fancies or fears 
And I'll show you a time when you 

weren't you. 

But show me yourself 
And you'll show me something else 
You'll look for an escape 
It's alright; you are only human 
Just take your hand and take my hand 

And I'll take time to understand. 

by Stephanie Russo 



KENDRA'S PSALM 
Swaying trance, 

A windward femme, 
Bronze, blonde thin 

Shortened breath, 
Flourish allured 
Within a hot flower's skin 

For skyward gaze 
Had swept mine brow, 

Her shaking chill, I squint spirit now 

Behold thou blush, 
The pink sand princess 

Blue thin air and shuttering palm sea bliss 

No words forth paint 
This passionate experience, 

I wish upon its lasting an everlast existence 

And here I rest 
So close edge done 

Of a swank documentary of poetic seduction 

Thou feels mine charm, 
Thus passion lest! 

I ask with fruits-
We celebrate this luscious feast 

Sparkle azure, a crystallized fruit sweet, 
For her sugary skids mine, by passion 

From her crown down to her feet 

BY JASON C. LYNCH 

ICEFILLED 

PATRICIA L. SCHWOEBEL 

Brittle dangerous transparent crystals 
Held in place by the 
Unforgiving Northeast wind. 
Sealing all the world in 
Impermanent chrysalis, 
Intrusive, reaching secret places 
Searing bitterness freezing 
Humanity's fragile essence 
Providing poor relief 
For itself hiding in wool. 
Freedom comes reluctantly 
To this Pupa spirit 
Releasing at last only 
In surrender to Earth's 
Closest star. 



DARKNESS 

Darkness, 
how wonderful you are, 
when everything's gone, 
your black void lingers on. 
Up and down don't exist 

The concept of time 
comes to a stop, 
the lights go out, 
your mind spins like a top 

Darkness ... 
Oh, how I love your all 
consuming peace and calm. 

My, My; ho, ho 
and all of that trap. 
Nothing surrounds you, 
but you wish it would stop. 

Kicking and screaming 
you reach for the edge 
only to find 
you're still in bed, 
falling for years 
and yet only for a second. 

Hitting the floor, 
you reach for your head. 
Nothing is there, 
you panicked, 
you're dead! 

Darkness ... 
I don't know why 
your shroud amazes me so. 
I stare and I look, 
but never comprehend, 
and nor can I find 
your beginning or your end. 

RICHARD HEST 

White Out 
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P. L. Schwoebel 



Pat Beaver 

The last time I saw Gretchen she was walking down our street 

like an empress surveying her domain. Nothing escaped her scrutiny: 

the landscaping, the houses or the condition of the road bed. She 

was always wearing that same fur coat, black trimmed with a touch 

of brown and the same white necklace adorned her throat. Even when 

it was a sweltering summer day she was fastidious about her appear

ance. She was very well groomed and her hair was invariably short. 

Some people felt that she was a recluse because she only left the 

house occasionally, but I knew better. 

It was said that she had a rather unstable personality. She 

was extremely dependent and constantly sought approval and attention. 

If she was thwarted from having her own way, she would become petulant 

and whine and plead incessantly until you finally had to relent. 

Gretchen was even known to exhibit animalistic behavior, when a whim 

would seize her, destroying anything within her grasp. On the other 

hand, 

life. 

she could be very warm and loving if she was content with her 

The minx would show her emotion by giving an impromptu kiss 

and letting you know that you really mattered to her happiness. 

There was an innocence about her that made her very childlike. 

Her knowledge of the world was very limited as she never left her 

own small neighborhood except for an occasional shopping excursion. 

Riding in a car had an unsettling effect on her and she really was 

more satisfied staying among things familiar to her. She was friendly 

to anyone that cared to make her acquaintance, a trait that could lead 

to trouble if she wasn't careful. 

If you were her friend, her loyalty knew no bounds and she would 

support you without considering the consequences. Not many in today's 

world would display such a simple yet spirited attitude. Allegiance 

to family and friends was of extreme importance to Gretchen and she 

responded to the least crisis with understanding and sympathy. She 

always wanted to smooth over any harsh words exchanged in her presence 

and return peace and harmony. 

What a unique personality! Caring and demanding, individualistic 

and dependent, innocent and innately wise, these are but a few of the 

contradictions that make Gretchen the wonderful dog that she is. 





STAR FOLLOWERS 

Sometimes, when you look up towards the sky; 

you notice a star and you believe it's moving. 

It's natur~s way of playing tricks with the eye; 

but could it be it's hinting at something? 

Maybe, in your mind, you think you are that star; 

twinkling so strong, so powerful and so bright. 

Miles away it glows, near or far; 
like your image standing in the footlight. 

The vision, for years, has stood before me; 
I feel this urge to reach out and grab it! 
Because when twenty years go by, all there'll be; 

is a candle burned out before it was even lit. 

I can't let this happen, I must move with the star; 
that star will be gone after twenty years pass by. 

I want to go where the other followers are; 
not watch it drift away and then soon die. 

by Chadowe 

THE BURNING 

The wind has swept me into this hole, 

Like tornados in my mind, there's no escape. 
Rivers flow with rain through my soul, 
A chance to break free eagerly waits. 
Emotion disturbs my heart until it breaks. 

While it breaks, the fire burns, 
Inside and out, then up and down. 

Through all this pain, all I've learned, 
Everything's lost and never found. 
And it's never found ... 

Then light~ng strikes with strong emotion, 
The burning cools into such deep devotion. 
All new feelings never experienced before, 
Then, what was once lives no more. 
Life has given me much to live for, 

Today, tomorrow and the days to follow. 

by Chadowe 

Upon the leaves the rain 
does fall, 

Yet through all things 
Great and Small, 

Rivers flow through 
endless time, 

I've got yours and you 
have mine. 

Alone yet together 
like two passing 

ships, 
never ceases only slips 

See the sunshine 
through the trees, 

Hear you name upon 
the breeze ..... . 

By Aimee Jengo 
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